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byoatj possible redemption by two or
ungainly skyscrapers But

now and here the painter looked
around cautiously and lowered his voice
to a whisper it begins to look grand

American cities are not all alike By
the testimony both of natives and for-

eigners Washington is the most beautiful
3f all But it also has been undergoing-
a transition from a community of low
buildings to one which has extended up
ward rather than sIdewise Within the
past few years three hundred apart-
ment houses have been erected and most
of these are sufficiently high to

the shy line of the city There have
been three notable hotels constructed
That section of the city comprehended by
the Mall G Street Eighteenth Street
and John Marshall Place has been
studded with high office buildings

A Change of Sky Line

The consequence is a complete trans
formation of Washington as viewed
from any height wbhJh Indicates its sil
houette against the sky The Capital
has not yet begun to look grand as the
Russian expressed it There is still too
wide an area reSeetive of the

period of its Indeed the
City of Magnificent Distances has

that sobriquet in another sense
The old sweep of avenues through va
cant lots and the juxtaposition of hovel
and mansion af practically things of
the past In their stead has come the
association of high gray stone once
structures and low broadbricked busi
ness houses laboriously converted from
original as dwellings

Another element has operated against
the use of skyscrapers as a means of
adornment Not even here have Ameri-
cans yet learned the needful lesson that
buildings must be ornamental behind as
well as before The interiors of ninety
nine out of one hundred city blocks are
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blockade runners employed a number of

pigeons to communicate with the shore
at desirable points The United States
army carried no pigeons in Cuba but a
number have been In use In the Philip
pines where they have shown their
value in a number of ways Some of the
extreme outposts were connected with
by carrier pigeon messengers during the
troublesome days of the war and since

the declaration of peace efforts have

been made to Improve the system

When the English invaded South

Africa they carried several hundred
pigeons with them and those were used

in many ways Pigeon quarters were

established at Cape Town and Lady

smith nd from these places the pigeons

carried their messages through the
So the pigeons becoming-

as war messengers that the German and

French armies were training falcons

and hawks to catch the liberated pigeons

air
Important were
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Looking Southwest From the Roof of the Washington Loan and Trust Building Sea of Roofs as Seen When Looking Eastward From the Washington Loan and Trust Building
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A Complete Transformation
From What It Was a Fev
Years the City

Looks to a Spectator From

Any Height Which Indicates-

Its Silhouette Against the

i HE Russian painter Veretscha
gen left America after his first
visit to the New World almost

angry over the recollection of our sky
scrapers He came back two or three
years later and obtained several desira
ble commissions This may have changed
his point of view At any rate he seems
to have undergone change of mind
concerning American architecture as is
evident ia the following story

Vsetacbagen stood on the Cunard Line
pier talUng with a friend and looking at
the Statue of Liberty

When I came to America said he I j

thought New York sky lines marred
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adoption of the wireless tele
system for transmission of

apparently sounds the

doom of the pigeons ia army and

navy services both in this country tad
Europe but the relegation of the birds

Lack to the paths of peace and good

will cannot be regretted by their breed-

ers sad lovers It seemed an anach-

ronism of nature ever to have converted

the innocent pigeons into war mess a
gers but the exigencies of modern mili-

tary asrvlee demand that every possi-

ble agency contribute toward the one
great im

Much Used in Europe
IB Burope war pigeons used

en a touch larger scale than ia this
country OR boundary between Ger
many and there are more than
two wore pise loft where crrier-
pigesa rfc fc TlNtae are traia
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Northwest From the Washington Loan and Trust Building North From the Washington Loan and Trust Building
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offensive to more than one of the senses
There Is hardly a locality between
Anacostia and Rock Creek where house
holders look from their back windows
by choice This is bad enough but when
the ugliness of such rear construction
raises itself to the view of the entire
community the offense is deplorable

The present outlook is that this will
never be remedied by the improvement
of the buildings and can never be hidden
until Washingtons business community-
is built up solidly

From the Center of the City

The approximate center of the city is
Ninth arjd F Streets and the justice of
these observations is more than indi
cated by the view in any direction from
the Washington Loan and Trust Build

ingNorth
south east and west the same

panorama presents Itself Jagged roofs
impressive structures disproportionate
piles and slender spires are spread in a
confused mass before the eye The col
lection is beterogenous in every sense

In the older days of the city the Ma
sonic Temple was one of the most im-

pressive nongovernmental buildings in
Washington It looked down steanly and
secretively upon neighbors two or three
stories in height It was architecturally-
the most pretentious building in F
Street Today It is little than an
Incident in the view taken for The Times
toward the north

G Street which for twenty years was
the scene of much entertainment and
society now opposes to its neighbor a
structure of two stories more height
and equally great architectural preten
sions Even this was found too small to
meet the office needs of that square and
within the past year or so an addition
was constructed to the McGill Building
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which by reaching back toward F Street
nearly doubled its size A few years ago
this view would have Ieen broken by the
plain and rather heavy tower of the
Fourth Presbyterian Church which then
stood on Ninth Street only a block and
a half away Today that factor In the
skyline has disappeared and in its steal
is a series of small low business strce
turks

The most prominent break in the sky
line of this view is the spire of
Church of the Ascension at Twelfth
Street and Massachusetts Avenue Be
yond this the city loses itself in ndis

structures and the low line oi
hills which General McClellan chose as
the northern line of Capital defenses
during the civil war It is not an at
tractive sight

A View to the Eastward
Eastward two of the finest buildings

in the world a church of national in
terest and the graceful contour of the
hills beyond the Anacostia Kiver give
the view more Interest The eye rests
naturally on the dome of the Capitol
James Whitcomb Riley spoke far him-
self alone when he said

Its grand first time you see it but
it changes by an by

The average American as that term is
accepted these days never tires of it He
has little or no knowledge as to the figure
which surmounts it It stands in his eye
for the beauty and solidity of the Gov
ernment in which he Is an integer
Away down in Texas there are pictures
of this dome in all the railroad sta
tions Up in Maine it consorts with mar
ble top tables and haircloth furniture-

A distinguished traveler who came to
Washington from the Punjab was asked
at the end of his stay what had im-

pressed him most in America He
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araomentr apparently weighing
the picture of our Government in prac
tical operation against the general

and progress of our working
classes

It is the dome of your Capitol he re-

plied It is the most impressive struc-
ture f have ever seen After you have
lived in Hindustan or traveled among the
Chinese if you have any AngloSaxon
blood in veins fat all the sight of
that beautiful white dome will make you

in a way no man can describe

The Capitol and Library
Near the Capitol the sky line Is broken

similarly and yet differently The new
building of the Congressional Library Is
so skillfully designed and admirably con

structed as to suggest an immediate as-

sociation with the Capitol and still en
hance Its beauty This dome flames like-
a torch It rises front a structure of the
same general lines as Its neighbor But
it is so fashioned that despite this like
ness each building possesses a distinc
live character and a separate existence
which amount almost to an optical illu
sion From Congress Heights and the
Long Bridge these two buildings which
are actually only a square apart seem to
be separated by half a mile

In the foreground of this view is the
peculiar Strasburg spire of the Metro-

politan Methodist Episcopal Church
Few Washingtonians realize that this
building and Luther Place Memorial
Church were both erected with the help
of throughout the
United States

Wall advertising has not yet assumed
any distressing proportions in Wash-
ington It makes its appearance how-

ever in this view to the eastward In
New York advertising agencies have
purchased vacant lots and adjoining
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of the enemy Those birds were taught-
to fly straight at the pigeons and kill
them before they could start forth on
their niission The carrier pigeon when
first released always flies high In the
air and wheels around a few times to
get its proper bearings before starting
forth on its swift Journey It is at this
critical moment the falcon or hawk
overtakes and destroys It But the

of wireless telegraphy Is

changing all this From late reports
nearly all the European nations are
talking of abandoning their pigeon
vices There is no longer any need of
the birds The line of development in
sending secret messages will be In the
direction of electric impulses communi-

cated to the air and the pigeons will
return to their original field of pleasure
and sport

The German army In the annuai im-

perial maneuvers has been the first to
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buildings with a view to advertising on
the brick walls exposed rather than
improve the with interest
paying structures The rent on one
wall la Chicago was given re
cently at 30000 a year But In Wash-
ington the community can be reached-
so much more satisfactorily in other
ways that the walls are comparatively
undesecrated It will require no very
sharp eye to discover what feature in
this view toward the Capitol from Ninth
and F Streets has suggested this

No part of the city Is more concerned-
or more likely to be affected by the
plans of the Park Commission than the
section in the view south
west from the roof of the Washington
Loan and Trust Building All the fore-
ground must improve itself But that
section across Pennsylvania Avenue if
the Commissions design be executed
will be transformed At present its
central figures are the home of the
Postoffice Department and the

Monument rising in such prox
imity as to seem a single axis for the
picture Near by are practically all the
manufacturing concerns of Washington
In spite of the wellknown legislation
on this subject they pour forth day
after day wavering columns of smoke
and unite to form the one commercial
aspect of the Nations Capital With
the adoption of the Park Commission
plan these will all disappear and
smoke will cease to be a feature of this
landscape

Looking Toward the Postoffice

In the picture of the Postofflce Build
ing can he seen lines of scaffolding sur-
mounting the gable east of the tower

tell a peculiar and interesting
story of official thoroughness
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put wireless telegraphy to test In a prac
tical way for military purposes In or
der to prove the efficiency of the new
system of communication two military
stationary wireless posts were

and three portable outfits carried
by the soldiers The latter were estab-

lished in army wagons drawn by aLt

horses The aerial wires for receiving
messages were carrIed up In the air by
means of kites built for this purpose
and even on a quiet day the kites could
be made to fly when the horses were
dragging the wireless wagon along at a
moderate speed An electric receiving
and transmitting cabinet mounted-

on the wagon with the coil key snl
sending apparatus

From the time the wagons started on
their Journey constant communication
was kept up between them ana the sta-

tionary posts Besides an ordinary tel
receiver and transmitter for Jmrash

estab-

lished

was
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A winter or two ago it was found that
snow caught in the eaves and around the

of the dormer windows
backed into the building walls when
melted and drenched the file rooms of
the top story So it was a
special construction should be under
taken to prevent the recurrence of this
mishap A scaffolding was built f cc the
apex of the roof and peen were put to
work High up in the air as they are
it is impossible to tell to what degree
the construction has gone As they have
been at work for several moat It c it is
fair to infer that they are about to take

the scaffolding ac
cording to the earlier labor it will re
quire about a year further to reTiove
this temporary construe lon In iht
event the remedy will have covered two
periods of freeze and thaw

Two Views of the Monument
Two qualities of the Washington

Monument give it an especial interest to
Washingtonians-

The first is the occasional glitter of
the aluminum tip On bright
especially in the spring this catches the
sunlight and fiends it shimmering into
the eyes of those who walk he sreets
It has been called a daylight star The
newspapers have commented upon it
again and again Yet it no doubt has
been unnoticed by more than half of
those who live within sight of it

The second aspect of the Monument
which excites wide notice Is that 5t Is
always outlined against the sky at
night The darkness Is never so deep
the light Is nev r so gray as to obscurn
It In the one case it stands impressive
and white almost as though illuminated
from the interior In the other its
two faces invariably present the con
trast of half light and deep shadow A

ornamentation
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mediate work the wagons were equip
ped with telephone receiving appara
tus and Morse recording machines

Kites to Elevate Wires
The two wireless posts kept the officers

stationed there in constant communica
tion with the field officers as they led the
different divisions of the army through
the maneuver The messages were sent
over a distance varying from ten to
thirty miles The telephone connection
with the aerial kite wires enabled the
officers to talk freely throughout the
whole of the campaign The use of the
kites for carrying the wires up to a great
height marks a new departure in wire-

less telegraphy and it practically makes
impossible for armies in the field to

with each other as freely as on
the sea

Kites carrying aerial wires are consid
ered by military experts the safest of all
moans devised for establishing
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Marvelous Changes in the
Perspective That Have Been

Brought About by the Erec
tion of Hundreds of

Business Buildings and
Apartment Houses Within

the Past Decade

monument 5 feet high and built of
white stone cannot be hid

More churches can be seen In the
view to the northwest apparently than
in all the rest of the city combined The
sky line almost bristles with them
Moreover there are several churches
within sight which have no spires The
view is still further notable for the fact

the foreground alone It compre-
hends three schools and two of the larg-
est business houses In the community
The city Is here hemmed in by a

of that line of hills
guarded the Capital during the period ol
the rebellion

From these hills Is one of the most
pleasant and beautiful approaches to
the National Capital Most American
cities are without any avenue of en
trance which Is distinctly attractive and
beautiful But Washington has followed-
a line of consistent growth to the
northwest Much of the land open for
further expansion In this direction is

for sale subject to close re
striction as to the character of its pros

pective uses It seems assured there-
fore that the section toward which tho
eye is turned In this last view will

to be the locality of the citys
most beautiful homes

An Interrupted SkyLine
By a singular mischance one of the

most conspicuously disfiguring sky
scr Ters of the community Is poised in

middle of this district It Is Im
possible to oscaoe it Every hill from
the Chain Bridge to the Reform School
focuses the gaze upon it Its back is
not only lUain but Insistently ugly In
this one building lies the text for a cen
tury of preaching against buildings
which do net even pretend to beauty It
is to be hoped the future may produce a
strong public sentiment sufficient to
compel the abolition of such disfigure-
ments as this to prevent the perpe
tration of any further designs of the
same nature

These four views have redeeming
quality They are brightened colored
and adorned in Even the
most preposterous Flat Iron assimi-
lates interest and lack sf offense when
surrounded by beautiful trees The
coming of spring therefore means that
the four views of Washingtons skyline
will be somewhat relieved to the eye
even if unchanged to the camera Here
then are the evil and the remedy a-

in hand But the disciple of the beauti-
ful will still lament that ia this climate
and this life buildings give aad grow
with much greater ease Utaa the trees
which adorn them
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WINGED MESSENGERS SUPERSEDED BY THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
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ed to fly twice a week to Paris and
others liberated in the city fly to their
home in the lofts along the border line
England France Germany Russia and
Italy have carrier pigeon services in
their navies and at the regular fleet
maneuvers messages are constanly sent
from the vessels to the shore and back
again So carefully has the system been
developed that it would be difficult to
eut off communication between war-

ships and the mainland or between
two armies in the field

During the Siege of Paris
In several wars the services of the

carrier pigeons as messengers of
have been demonstrated The

first which excited unusual scientific at
tention was at the siege of Paris when
messages were carried out of the be
leagured city repeatedly by the birds
Even in the siege of Richmond a fey
carrier pigeons used and the oldwere
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cation between widely separated di
visions of an army because of their

immunity from damage Iron shots
A balloon may poaetttred and

but the passage of a score of
bullets through a box kite would not

Injure it The Germans have
perfected a kite witk fiat soft wood
sticks strengthened by a slender steel
rod which otters tb greatest amount of
freedom from injury by millets Six or
seven of these kites are flown in tandem
sables to carry wires to a sufficient
height in the air The German military
authorities use In the field the Braun
SienaensHaleke wireless system and
they claim that the attuaaaieat af both
the receiving sad transmitting iastru
ments is such ae to provide absolute

Balloons wece also tried at the
imperial maneuvers tat these were no
better than the kites tad far more
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